
Scale your business via 
FMM Selangor & KL 
Ecommerce Marketplace
The quickest and most direct route for your online 
business success.
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Establish your presence online hassle-free
Continuous online traffic for sales conversion
Increase repeat purchases through loyalty programs and digital marketing 
RM1,000,000 Fusionex Technology Grant up for grabs



The Challenges 
Manufacturers Face in 
the Wake of Digital 
Transformation

Difficulty in attracting and retaining skilled/IT-savvy talent
Limited access to SUITABLE, user-friendly and affordable digital technology
Limited budget and lack of access to funding for growth and expansion
Narrow reach and limited market access

Simplified eCommerce onboarding
Start your digital online journey in no time and in only a few simple steps.

Responsive Web & Mobile
Connect to the latest E-Commerce trends through Deal Sites and Social Media Networks.

Marketing and Loyalty 
Win new shoppers and convert them into repeat customers via omni channel, digital 
marketing and Loyalty Rewards.

End-To-End Sales Management 
Get fast approval for Payment Gateways and enjoy Secured Payment features.

Reports & Dashboards
Get on top of your business with insightful reporting on purchase patterns, market 
trends, product inventory, and more.

Manufacturers Digitalization Fast Track Program
Access to RM1,000,000 technology grant to accelerate your digital transformation journey, 
in which you as a qualified manufacturer, will be provided with proven technology 
solutions, training and guide based on your business needs. 

Selling Online Just Got Simpler and Smarter
We will help streamline processes to allow YOU to focus on what YOU DO BEST 
(producing and manufacturing) instead of focusing too much time and effort on branding, 
technology, customer service, fulfilment, and digital marketing (leave that to us!)



Manufacturers Digitalization 
Fast Track Program

Join FMM Ecommerce 
Marketplace and be a seller now!

Digital Transformation
Leverage on an existing pool of proven solutions, technology, expertise and 
experience to digitally transform your business.

Training and Guidance
Manufacturers will be trained, and guided through the digital transformation 
programs to ensure that implementation is successful and sustainable.

A Ready Ecosystem for Manufacturers
Support your digital transformation by connecting to a strong ecosystem of credible 
partners, including banks, insurance companies, cloud providers, marketplaces, and 
logistics providers.

Clear Business Visibility
Gain insightful reporting on purchase patterns, market trends, product inventory, and 
more in order to understand how your business is performing, track performance 
and if necessary implement strategies on how to make improvements. 

Continuous Sales Conversion
Leverage on omni-channels content strategies and digital promotional marketing to 
reach new customers which translate in even greater sales and revenue numbers. 

Call us at +603-5569 2950 / +603-5569 2846

Access to RM1,000,000 technology grant 
Benefits for Qualified FMM members

Register your interest at https://bit.ly/FMMecommerce


